
The Great Depression:
“Unemployment in the Golden State reached a 
staggering 28 percent in ears later one-fifth of all 
Californians were dependent upon public relief ” 
(csun.edu).  Many Americans lost their jobs and 
source of income during this time.

World War II, also known as the 
Second World War, was a global war 
that lasted from 1939 to 1945

women were forced to move 
into the work place to occupy 
the labor force that men left 
behind due to WWII. Fashion 
had to change. Consequently, 
women could no longer wear 
garments that conflicted with 
their new lifestyle. 



Opportunity for American Designers
Carolyn Schnurer

Early Life:
sportswear designer 
Born as Carolyn Goldsand on January 5, 1908 
in the Yorkville section of New York City
enrolled in the New York Training School for 
Teachers.
She taught music and art to elementary school 
children.
She married bathing suit manufacturer Har-
old (Burt) Teller Schnurer on July 30, 1930.

“Her design methodology focused on one 
country or culture at a time and included 
extensive study on her part.  She would use 
the costume, background, and native habits to 
plan her collections”

Obtained Inspiration through 
trips and research

Her Caribamba Fashions included youthful 
playwear with a South American flavor de-
rived from her travels in 1944.  Pieces includ-
ed two-piece bathing suits with shawls or 
modified ponchos for coverage when needed, 
one shouldered bloomer playsuits with draw-
string belts, and blouses with puffed sleeves.

“The shirting materials eventually 
became the basis for Carolyn’s 
playsuits, shorts, and sundresses 
because the cotton leant itself 
well to the playsuits and dresses 
she designed” (Robinson 248).



The collection included fabrics of flower 
and leaf motifs from the Japanese love 
of nature as well as modified obis for 
belts with dresses and bathing suits.  The 
crossties and kimono sleeve was the
dominating feature in the collection. 
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